
Downstream
         Maximize pipeline throughout while 
              ensuring integrity

       Manage demanding 
              environmental concerns

50 billion

56%
increase in world energy 
consumption by 20401
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network-enabled devices 
expected to be connected    
  by 20203

carloads of crude traveling 
by rail in the U.S. –today4

650,000 
carloads 

Unlock value and accelerate innovation 
with Dell oil & gas solutions
Today’s Demands

The Challenges
The discovery and exploration of oil and gas reserves are complex processes 
that present the following challenges for companies:

The Solution: 
Dell's Digital Energy Technologies

Dell oil & gas solutions include:

      Industry-validated Dell  
      Precision workstations 
      designed to address seismic 
      interpretation, reservoir 
      characterization and  
      modelin

      Dell Digital Energy Services

      Dell High-Performance 
      Computing solutions, 
      including cloud options, 
      designed for seismic 
      processing and reservoir 
      simulation

      Dell Connected Security 
      solutions

      Support for advanced 
      processing performance, 
      detailed graphics and 
      reliable data storage

The Results
Near-real-time visibility of 
operational data for greater 
wellbore integrity

Reliable and robust workstations 
to handle the office and field 
conditions you face every day 

Better project insights through analytics

Minimized downtime with predictive 
maintenance and performance trends

A more agile IT infrastructure so you 
can better respond to today’s and 
tomorrow’s dynamic environments

Combination of multiple systems to 
perform complex calculations, helping 
you cost-effectively achieve a 
supercomputer’s performance level

New revenue-generating opportunities

Added protection from cyber threats 
that could affect safety

Faster time-to-production

Ability to connect and share intelligence 
across the entire enterprise

Ability to acquire, analyze and act 
on big data

Increased functionality and agility

Advanced data analytics

Increased throughput using improved 
maintenance- and pipeline-data visibility

Centralized view of all data in a 
single place

Because of its close involvement 
with oil and gas customers and 
partner ISVs, Dell stays on top of 
the latest energy industry 
challenges, trends and priorities. 
Dell’s Digital Energy solutions, 
when combined with your 
organization’s advanced 
applications, can assist you in 
making critical business decisions 
quickly and accurately. 

Learn more at Dell.com/Energy

$38 trillion in capital-project investments 
projected by 2035, with oil and gas accounting for            

of that total2

$19.5 trillion

Upstream
      Increase productivity while reducing 
      operating expenses

            Deploy innovative,  
            memory-intensive 
            technologies to capture, 
    analyze and store huge 
    amounts of seismic data


